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We study the density of the set of real quadratic fields for which

the norm of the fundamental unit equals �1 inside the set of

real quadratic fields containing elements of norm �1. A con-

jectural density is derived from a single heuristic assumption,

and experimental data supporting this assumption are given.

We finally discuss how close one can get to proving such con-

jectural densities.

1. INTRODUCTIONThe main problem in this paper, although formu-lated and treated in terms of real quadratic num-ber �elds, is a very old problem that does not needanything in its formulation beyond ordinary inte-gers. More precisely, we will be concerned with thesolvability of the negative Pell equationx2 � dy2 = �1 with x; y 2 Z (1.1)for squarefree numbers d 2 Z>1. The solvability ofthis equation was studied by Euler, who mistak-enly attached the name of the English mathemati-cian John Pell (1611{1685) to the related equationx2�dy2 = 1. The problem of �nding nontrivial so-lutions to the Pell equation itself had already beenstudied by many mathematicians long before Eu-ler's time, and Fermat, who posed it as a challengeto the English mathematicians in 1657, knew thatit was solvable for all nonsquare d > 1. An excel-lent account of the long history of the equation canbe found in [Weil 1984].In contrast to the relatively straightforward an-swer in the case of the Pell equation itself, the solv-ability of the negative Pell equation we are dealingwith here turns out to be a much more complicated
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phenomenon. From the various density conjectureson real quadratic �elds that will be discussed inthis paper, it is easy to derive the following asymp-totic result for the solvability of the negative Pellequation.
Conjecture 1.2. The number of squarefree integers dup to X for which the negative Pell equation is solv-able is asymptotically equal to cX=plogX, wherec � :2697 is the constant de�ned byc = 32��1� Yj�1j odd(1� 2�j)� Yp primep�1mod4(1� p�2)1=2:
Equation (1.1) is solvable if and only if the realquadratic order Z[pd] contains units of norm �1,so deciding its solvability is equivalent to the deter-mination of the norm Ned of a fundamental united 2 Z[pd]. Since d is assumed to be squarefree,Z[pd] is of index f � 2 in the maximal order ODof discriminant D = f 2d in Q(pd), and its unitgroup Z[pd]� = h�1i � hedi has index 1 or 3 inO�D = h�1i�h"Di. It follows that the negative Pellequation is solvable for d if and only if the funda-mental unit "D of Q(pd) has norm �1. Thus, theproblem we are dealing with is essentially a prob-lem on units in real quadratic �elds.The determination ofN"D is easily accomplishedif D has a prime factor p that is congruent to 3modulo 4, since in that case (1.1) is not solvablemodulo p and one has N("D) = 1. If D has nosuch prime factors, (1.1) is solvable in every com-pletion of Q(pd), and by the Hasse principle thisimplies that it is solvable in Q, that is, Q(pd)contains elements of norm �1. In order to �ndout whether there exists an integral solution, onehas to determine N"D, and this can be done bylooking at the parity of the length of the periodof the continued fraction expansion of pd. As iswell known, N"D = �1 if and only if this periodlength is odd [Stark 1970, Theorem 7.26]. This isa beautiful criterion in the sense that it providesan answer for any given discriminant, but it hasthe disadvantage that it does not tell us whether

we should view the solvability of the negative Pellequation as an exception or as a common occur-rence. This is also the case for the algorithms in[Lagarias 1980; Morton 1979; R�edei 1953b], whichstart from reformulations of (1.1) in the spirit ofour Lemma 2.1 and determine N"D by computing2-class groups or 2-Hilbert class �elds.In order to make the preceding statement moreprecise, we let D be the set of discriminants of realquadratic �elds that are not divisible by any primecongruent to 3 mod 4. It follows from [Rieger 1965,Satz 3] that the number of such discriminants uptoX is asymptotically equal to c1X=plogX, wherec1 has the valuec1 = 98� Yp primep�1mod4(1� p�2)1=2:
When counting radicands d up to X, one can usethe same formula with 43c1 instead of c1.Now let D� � D be the set of discriminants D ofreal quadratic �elds for which the fundamental unit"D has norm �1. Then our problem comes down to�nding the density of D� in D. In other words, ifD6X is the subset of D consisting of discriminantsno greater than X, and D�6X is de�ned likewise,we should ideally do the following:
Problem 1.3. Decide whether the limitP = limX!1 #D�6X#D6Xexists and , if so, determine it .As it stands, this is a basic but very hard problem,and to my knowledge it is not even known whetherthe lim inf and the lim sup of this expression arein the open interval (0; 1). Numerical experimentsshow this to be very plausible, and Nagell [1932,p. 5] seems to have been the �rst to conjecture thatP exists and is in (0; 1). For small values of X thevalues of the quotient in Problem 1.3 are shown inTable 1.It can be shown that certain in�nite sets of dis-criminants are contained in D� or in D+ = DnD�,
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X #D6X P = #D�6X#D6X104 1138 :860105 10210 :832106 93422 :816107 866200 :799
TABLE 1. Numerical values of the ratio in Problem 1.3.but the density in D of such sets is always zero. Aclassical example of an in�nite set in D� is the setof prime discriminants p 2 D; it follows that#D�6X � XlogX for X !1:Dirichlet [1834] showed that all odd discriminantsD = pq 2 D that are products of two primes p andq whose Legendre symbol �pq� equals �1 are alsoin D�. Moreover, he showed that if �pq� equals 1and the product of the biquadratic residue symbols�pq�4�qp�4 equals �1, then D = pq is an element ofD+. This implies an asymptotic lower bound#D+6X � X log logXlogX ;a result that was completely overlooked in [Nagell1932].Even though there is an extensive literature onthe equation (1.1) in general and on the densityproblem 1.3 in particular, it seems that none ofthe authors dealing with it [Cremona and Odoni1989; Gerth 1984; Hurrelbrink 1990; Morton 1982;Nagell 1932; R. V. Perlis 1990; R�edei 1936; Scholz1935] proposes a conjectural value for the asymp-totic ratio P . One of the things we will do in thispaper is supply both theoretical and experimentalevidence for the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.4. The limit value P exists and equals1� Yj�1j odd(1� 2�j) = :5805775582 : : :
The numerical data given above do not seem tostrongly support the conjectured value, but this

is misleading, as we will see in Section 3. Morecarefully assembled experimental data do supportour conjecture, and we will explain why values ofX for which P is close to :58 are beyond the reachof any computer.In the next section, it will be shown that ourconjectured value of P is an irrational number. Asit has no obvious reason to be algebraic I expectit to be transcendental, but I do not know how toprove this.The parity of the discriminant plays no role inour heuristics, so the conjecture should hold foreven and odd discriminants separately. Using theresult of Rieger discussed above, it is then straight-forward to derive Conjecture 1.2 from this conjec-ture.A resolution of Conjecture 1.4 seems to be wellbeyond reach at the moment. All methods devel-oped so far prove density results that apply onlyto sets of discriminants having a �xed number ofprime factors. In fact, the heuristics in Section 3will furnish a conjectural value Pt for the proba-bility that N"D = �1 when D 2 D is a discrim-inant having t distinct prime factors. Since theexpected number of prime factors of D tends toin�nity with D, it seems reasonable to expect P toequal limt!1 Pt. The numerical observations wepresent below agree quite nicely with our heuris-tics, especially in the precise formulation to begiven in Conjecture 3.4. In the �nal Section 4, wewill see how close we can get to proving the con-jectural values for Pt to be correct. The results,which are mostly due to R�edei [1935b; 1936; 1949;1953a; 1935b] can be viewed as vast generaliza-tions of Dirichlet's biquadratic criterion mentionedabove.
2. PRELIMINARIESAs it is more natural to work with discriminantsthan with radicands of quadratic �elds, we will fur-ther look at the discriminant D only and say thatthe negative Pell equation is solvable for the dis-criminant D if the equation x2 � Dy2 = �4 has
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integral solutions. This is the same as saying thatN"D = �1 or that the negative Pell equation (1.1)is solvable for the corresponding radicand d.For a real quadratic discriminant D, we let C =CD be the narrow class group ofK = Q(pD), thatis, the group of all fractional OD-ideals modulo thesubgroup of principal ideals (x) = xOD generatedby some element x 2 K� of positive norm. Thegroup C maps surjectively to the ordinary classgroup Cl of K, and the kernel is generated by theclass F1 of the principal ideal (pD). It is clearthat F1 is an element of the 2-torsion subgroupC[2] of C. More precisely, the order of F1 in Cis 2 if and only if all units in OD have positivenorm, or, equivalently, if and only if N"D = 1.Using class �eld theory, we can identify C withthe Galois group of the narrow Hilbert class �eldH of K over K. By de�nition, H is the maximalabelian extension of K in which all �nite primesare unrami�ed. The factor group Cl of C corre-sponds to the maximal real sub�eld H+ of H, andGal(H=H+) is a cyclic group of order at most two,generated by the Frobenius symbol at in�nity F1.We obtain the following alternative ways to lookat the solvability of the negative Pell equation.
Lemma 2.1. The negative Pell equation is solvablefor a quadratic discriminant D if and only if thefollowing equivalent conditions hold :
(i) C = Cl;
(ii) the Frobenius at in�nity F1 = [(pD)] 2 C[2] isthe unit element ;
(iii) the narrow Hilbert class �eld of Q(pD) is real .�The heuristic approach in the next section will bebased on criterion (ii), but it is criterion (iii) thatwill be used in all proofs in Section 4.Since condition (i) is satis�ed for the p-primaryparts of C and Cl for every odd prime p, we canalways restrict our attention to the 2-primary partof C. In the same way, it su�ces to look at the ar-chimedean character of the narrow 2-Hilbert class�eld in (iii).

There is a part of the extension H=K, the genus�eld extension G=K corresponding to the factorgroup C=C2, that can be easily generated in termsof D. One obtains G from K by adjoining a squareroot of (�1)(p�1)=2p for each odd prime divisor pof D. The extension G=Q is the largest abeliansubextension of H=Q. Note that G is real if andonly if D is in D. Using criterion (iii), it followsonce more that the negative Pell equation can onlybe solvable for D 2 D.On the other hand, there is a part of the classgroup C consisting of 2-torsion or ambiguous idealclasses that can also be generated easily. One cantake the classes of the primes ofK that are rami�edover Q as generators, and as we have#C[2] = #(C=C2) = 2t�1for a discriminant having t distinct prime factors,there is exactly one nontrivial relation between theclasses of the rami�ed primes of K. For discrimi-nants D 2 D, this relation is F1 = 1 if and only ifthe negative Pell equation is solvable for D.One can go a step further, following R�edei, andcombine the knowledge of C[2] and C=C2 to give adescription of the 4-rank e4(D) of C, i.e., the num-ber of cyclic summands of C having order divisibleby 4. One observes that the 4-rank of C is thedimension, over the �eld F2 of 2 elements, of thekernel of the natural map C[2]! C=C2 and looksat the explicit description of this map in terms ofthe prime divisors of D. The result is the follow-ing theorem of R�edei and Reichardt, valid for anyquadratic discriminantD. For a proof one can readthe original paper [R�edei and Reichardt 1934], dothe exercises following [Borevich and Shafarevich1966, Chapter 3] or consult [Stevenhagen a].
Proposition 2.2. Let D = Qti=1 di be the decompo-sition of a quadratic discriminant D into primepower discriminants. Then the 4-rank of the nar-row class group CD equalse4(D) = t� 1� rankMD;
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whereMD = ("ij)ti;j=1 is the matrix over F2 de�nedby (�1)"ij = �didj� if i 6= j and "jj =Pi6=j "ij. Herewe set � xdj� = �x2� = (�1)(x�1)=4 if dj is even. �The matrix MD is called the R�edei matrix of thediscriminant D. Since we can permute the discrim-inantal divisors di, it is only de�ned up to conju-gation by a permutation matrix. We will assumefrom now on that MD is the matrix obtained byarranging the discriminantal divisors di of D in as-cending order. Note that, for D 2 D, the di areeither primes congruent to 1 modulo 4 or equal to8. In this case, we usually write pi for di.Let  D : V = Ft2 ! C[2] be the canonical sur-jection that maps the i-th basis vector in V to theclass in C of the prime over di. Then the kernelkerMD � V of MD is the preimage  �1D (C[2]\C2)of the set of ambiguous ideal classes that lie in theprincipal genus. Its F2-dimension equals e4(D)+1.For D 2 D, the quadratic reciprocity law impliesthat the R�edei matrix MD is a symmetric matrixwhose rows and columns add up to zero. Such amatrix MD is completely determined by its (1; 1)-minor M 0D, a symmetric (n � 1) � (n � 1) matrixover F2. Moreover, rankMD = rankM 0D.We will need to count symmetric matrices overthe �eld of two elements having a prescribed rank.The cardinality of our base �eld does not play anyrole, so we state the result for arbitrary �nite �elds.
Proposition 2.3. Let n � 1 be an integer and q aprime power . Then there are exactly

An(q) = q(n+12 ) Y1�k�nk odd (1� q�k)
nonsingular symmetric n�n matrices over the �eldFq of q elements. The number of matrices of ar-bitrary rank r = 0; : : : ; n is �nr�qAr(q), where �nr�qdenotes the number of r-dimensional subspaces ofa vector space of dimension n over Fq.
Proof. A completely elementary proof by inductionon n can be found in [MacWilliams 1969]. In order

to see that the statement given there is identicalto ours one needs the explicit value�nr�q = Qni=1(qi � 1)Qri=1(qi � 1)Qn�ri=1 (qi � 1) :The �rst half of the proposition immediately im-plies the second half, as symmetric matrices cor-respond bijectively to symmetric bilinear forms,and giving a symmetric bilinear form of rank r onV = Fnq is equivalent to giving a subspace W � Vof dimension n � r and a nondegenerate symmet-ric bilinear form of the factor space V=W . Thisremark also shows that the numbers An(q) can becomputed inductively from the relationnXr=0 �nr�qAr(q) = q(n+12 );
so it su�ces to check that the given expression sat-is�es this relation. An elegant way of doing this isgiven in [Cremona and Odoni 1989]. �
Corollary 2.4. Among all t� t matrices that can berealized as the R�edei matrix MD of some discrim-inant D 2 D, the fraction of matrices having rankt� 1� e equals�t(e) = 2�(e+12 ) Qt�1j=e+1(1� 2�j)Q(t�e�1)=2j=1 (1� 2�2j) :
Proof. Rather than considering the R�edei matricesthemselves, one looks at the corresponding (1; 1)-minors. They range over the full set of symmetric(t � 1) � (t � 1) matrices over F2, since one canalways �nd primes congruent to 1 modulo 4 thathave prescribed Legendre symbols modulo a �nitenumber of primes. One deduces that�t(e) = 2�(t2)� t� 1t� 1� e�2At�1�e(2):The result follows upon substitution of the explicitvalues given in the proposition. �In order to interpret the numbers �t(e) as den-sities of the kind we need, we still have to knowthat if D ranges over the subset Dt of D consisting
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of those discriminants that have exactly t distinctprime divisors, then the corresponding R�edei minorM 0D behaves like a random symmetric (t�1)�(t�1)matrix over F2 (with repect to the uniform distri-bution). This is equivalent to saying that the vec-tor consisting of the �t2� Legendre symbols �pipj� ofan element D = p1p2 : : : pt is uniformly distributedas a function on Dt. The following result was ob-tained by R�edei [1939], but his proof is incorrectin its estimate of the error term. A complete proofwas given more than �fty years later [Cremona andOdoni 1989]. An analogous result for the R�edeimatrices of arbitrary quadratic discriminants hasbeen proved and exploited by Gerth [1984].
Proposition 2.5. Let S be a t� t matrix over F2 forwhich DS = fD 2 D : MD = Sg is nonempty .Then limX!1 #(DS)6X#(Dt)6X = 2�(t2): �
(Here, of course, (DS)6X is the set of D 2 DS notexceeding X, and similarly for (Dt)6X .) Propo-sition 2.5 says that all symmetric t � t matriceswith rows and columns adding up to zero occurwith the same frequency as the R�edei matrix ofdiscriminants D 2 Dt. It follows that �t(e) is thenatural density in Dt of the set of discriminantsD 2 Dt that give rise to a narrow class group of4-rank e4(D) = e. We set �t(e) = 0 for e � t.It is easy to see that each of the sets Dt haszero density in D. In fact, a slight modi�cation of[Hardy and Wright 1979, Theorem 437] shows thatfor X !1 one has the asymptotic result

#(Dt)6X � 2�t(t� 1)!X(log logX)t�1logX : (2.6)It implies that the expected number of prime fac-tors of a discriminant D 2 D tends to in�nitywith D. More precisely, it can be shown [Hardyand Wright 1979, Theorem 430] that this expectednumber is asymptotically equal to log logD for Dtending to in�nity. It is therefore of interest tostudy the behavior of �t(e) when e is �xed and t

tends to in�nity. Here we will encounter the in�-nite product� = Yj odd(1� 2�j) = :41942244117951 : : : (2.7)

occurring in Conjecture 1.4.
Proposition 2.8. Let e be a nonnegative integer andlet � be as in (2.7). Then the limit value �1(e) =limt!1 �t(e) equals�1(e) = �Qej=1(2j � 1) :Moreover , we have P1e=0 �1(e) = 1.
Proof. The value of �1(e) follows immediately fromCorollary 2.4. For the second statement, we haveto show that we can interchange sum and limit inthe left-hand side of the trivial identity

limt!1 1Xe=0 �t(e) = limt!1 1 = 1:
This follows from Lebesgue's theorem on domi-nated convergence if we interpret the sum as theintegral over Z�0 with respect to the counting mea-sure and observe that the sequence of nonnegativefunctions f�tg1t=1 is uniformly bounded by an in-tegrable function F : Z�0 ! R. We can takeF (e) = 2�(e+12 )Yj�1(1� 2�2j)�1: �
Remark. The identity P1e=0 �1(e) = 1 in the pre-ceding proposition can be proved directly, withoutthe use of the values �t(e). In our special case itcomes down to showing the identity1 + 1 + 13 + 13 � 7 + 13 � 7 � 15 + 13 � 7 � 15 � 31 + � � �= 21 � 87 � 3231 � 128127 � � � � ;and in the case of a base �eld of arbitrary cardi-nality q it would be
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1 + 1q � 1 + 1(q � 1)(q2 � 1) + � � �= Yj odd(1� q�j)�1: (2:9)
This is a formal identity, and both sides convergein the complex plane whenever jqj > 1. It is anexample of a partition identity, since the right handside is equal toYj�1(1 + q�j) = 1 +Xn�1 r(n)q�n;where r(n) is the number of ways in which n can bewritten as a sum of distinct positive integers. Inorder to prove such an identity, one expands thefactors (qi�1)�1 in the left hand side in geometricseries and rewrites this side as1 +Xk�1 Xi1;i2;:::;ik>0 q�(i1+2i2+���+kik):It now su�ces to recall the standard identity
r(n) =Xk�1#n(i1; i2; : : : ; ik) 2 Zk>0 : kXj=1 jij = no;
which is immediately seen to hold if one writes thepartitions of n in the formn = (i1+ i2+ � � �+ ik)+(i2+ i3+ � � �+ ik)+ � � �+ ik:Tijdeman observed that the value of (2.9) is irra-tional for any integral value q > 1. The proof ofthis fact is completely analogous to the standardirrationality proof of the number e =Pn�0(n!)�1,which is also the limit value of a series with ratio-nal terms in which the n-th term is a large integralmultiple of the (n+ 1)-th term.
3. A HEURISTIC APPROACH TO THE NEGATIVE PELL

EQUATIONWe will �rst apply criterion (ii) of Lemma 2.1 to�nd a heuristic value for the probability that thenegative Pell equation is solvable for an arbitrary

discriminant in Dt, that is, a conjectural value forthe limit Pt = limX!1 #(D�t )6X#(Dt)6Xwhen t 2 Z>0 is �xed. Here D�t stands for theset of D 2 Dt for which the negative Pell equationis solvable, and (D�t )6X for the subset of Dt withD � X. Note that the mere existence of theselimits is already a highly nontrivial statement.Since all prime discriminants in D are in D�, itis a theorem that P1 exists and is equal to 1. Noother value of Pt has so far been shown to exist.In order to illustrate what happens for generalt, we start with the special family of discriminantsD = 8p 2 D2 studied in [Stevenhagen 1993]. Forp � 5 mod 8, we have �2p� = �1 and R�edei's result(Proposition 2.2) implies that e4(8p) = 0. Thismeans that the narrow 2-Hilbert class �eld coin-cides with the genus �eld G = Q(p2;pp). In thiscase we have N"8p = �1 by Lemma (2.1)(iii). Inthe other case, p � 1 mod 8, the situation is morecomplicated, since Proposition 2.2 gives e4(8p) =1. We now look at the 2-torsion subgroup of C,which is generated by the primes t and p lying over2 and p. Exactly one of the three ideal classes [t],[p] and [tp] is the trivial element in C[2]. Numeri-cal investigation of all p � 1 mod 8 under 106 indi-cates that these three possibilities occur with thesame frequency, even though the best thing one canprove [Stevenhagen 1993] is that each of the threecases occurs with frequency� 14 when p ranges overthe primes p � 1 mod 8. The negative Pell equa-tion for 8p is solvable if and only if F1 = [tp] 2 Cis the trivial element, so a combination of the theo-rem for p � 5 mod 8 and the numerical observationfor p � 1 mod 8 would imply that N"8p = �1 fortwo out of three primes p � 1 mod 4.Apart from a few obvious changes, the argumentjust given remains correct when the discriminantaldivisor 8 is replaced by an odd prime q � 1 mod 4.One is therefore led to the conjectural value P2 = 23for the fraction of discriminants inD2 for which thenegative Pell equation is solvable.
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The heuristic reasoning we gave can be adaptedto discriminants with exactly t prime divisors inthe following way. Let D : V = Ft2 � C[2];for D 2 Dt, be the surjection described in theprevious section. Then the kernel of  D is a one-dimensional subspace F2 � rD, where rD 2 V canbe thought of as the nontrivial relation betweenthe canonical generators of C[2]. It is clear thatrD is contained in the kernelkerMD =  �1D (C[2] \ C2) � Vof the R�edei map. Let u = (1)ti=1 2 V be the ele-ment whose  D-image is the Frobenius at in�nityF1 2 C[2]. Then u is also contained in kerMD.This follows from the fact that the genus �eld Gis real, but it can also be seen directly from theform of the R�edei matrix MD, which has columnsadding up to zero for D 2 D. We have D 2 D� ifand only if rD = u, and the basis of the argumentwe gave for D = 8p is that we suppose rD to bea random nonzero element in kerMD. This is anF2-vector space of dimension e4(D) + 1, so for Dranging over Dt(e) we expect to have N"D = �1in 1 out of 2e+1 � 1 cases. We can formulate thisheuristic assumption more precisely in the follow-ing way.
Hypothesis 3.1. Let t > 0 be given, and de�ne rD 2V = Ft2 for D 2 Dt as above. Suppose S 2 EndVis a symmetric t� t matrix for whichDS = fD 2 D :MD = Sgis nonempty , and let d be the dimension of kerS.ThenlimX!1 #fD 2 DS : D � X and rD = vg#fD 2 DS : D � Xg = 12d � 1for every nonzero element v 2 kerS.For �xed t, we write Dt as a disjoint unionDt = t�1[e=0Dt(e);

where Dt(e) is the subset of D 2 Dt that havee4(D) = e. We have already seen that Dt(e) hasnatural density �t(e) inside Dt. The preceding hy-pothesis, when applied to the element v = u =(1)ti=1 2 V , implies that the density inside Dt(e) ofthe set of discriminants D 2 Dt(e) for which thenegative Pell equation is solvable is (2e+1 � 1)�1.Taking the union of these sets for e = 0; 1; : : : ; t�1,we arrive at the following heuristic value for Pt:
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that Hypothesis 3.1 is satis-�ed. Then the set D�t of D 2 Dt for which the neg-ative Pell equation is solvable has a natural densityinside Dt equal to

Pt = t�1Xe=0 �t(e)2e+1 � 1 ;
where the numbers �t(e) are de�ned as in Corol-lary 2.4.If D tends to in�nity, the expected value of t tendsto in�nity as log logD. It is therefore to be ex-pected that if the natural density P of D� in Dexists, it is equal to limt!1 Pt. This is how we ob-tain Conjecture 1.4. The computation of the limitis dealt with in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. For t tending to in�nity , the density Ptof the preceding theorem tends to a limit value

P1 = 1� Yj odd(1� 2�j) = :5805775582 : : :
Proof. Using the limit values �1(e) from Proposi-tion 2.8, one obtains

P1 = limt!1 t�1Xe=0 �t(e)2e+1 � 1 = 1Xe=0 �1(e)2e+1 � 1= 1Xe=0 �Qe+1j=1(2j � 1) = 1Xe=1 �1(e)= 1� �1(0) = 1� �:
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The justi�cation for interchanging sum and limitfollows as in the proof of Proposition 2.8, since thefunctions e 7! �t(e)2e+1 � 1on Z�0 are also bounded by the integrable functionF given there. �Since the predicted density of the set D�t (e) con-sisting of discriminants in Dt(e) for which the neg-ative Pell equation is solvable inside Dt(e) does notdepend on t, we can formulate our conjectured be-havior more directly as follows.
Conjecture 3.4. For e � 0, let D(e) denote the sub-set of D consisting of discriminants having 4-ranke, and D�(e) the set of D 2 D(e) for which thenegative Pell equation is solvable. De�ne �1(e) 2R as in Proposition 2.8. Then, for every integere � 0,
(i) the natural density of D�(e) inside D(e) equals(2e+1 � 1)�1, and
(ii) the natural density of D(e) inside D equals�1(e).In particular , the natural density of D� inside Dexists and is equal to

P = 1Xe=0 �1(e)2e+1 � 1 = 1� �:
Note that the �nal statement of the conjecture doesindeed follow from (i) and (ii), even though we donot have a countably additive measure on D. It isessential for this that the densities of the sets D(e)add up to P1e=0 �1(e) = 1.As a result of the computation in Lemma 3.3,we have found that the conjectural density of D+in D is equal to the probability for a symmetricmatrix over F2 to be nonsingular when the size ofthe matrix tends to in�nity. This raises the naturalquestion whether there is a more direct heuristicreasoning leading to the result. No such reasoningis known to me.

A weaker form of the basic Hypothesis 3.1 ofthis section, which would have su�ced for our pur-poses, can be rephrased somewhat informally asthe hypothesis that, for D ranging over D, the re-lation between the classes of the rami�ed primesbehaves randomly when considered inside the 2-torsion subgroup of the principal genus C2. Thereis a certain theoretical motivation for looking atC2 rather than C itself. Namely, according to theCohen{Lenstra heuristics for class groups of realquadratic �elds [Cohen and Lenstra 1984], there isan expected behavior of the p-part of C that workswell in practice for odd p, but is provably wrong forp = 2 because of the genus theory for these classgroups. However, the heuristics do seem to workfor all p when one considers the principal genusC2 instead of C. More precisely, Gerth [1984] hasshown|and this is one of the rare cases where any-thing of this kind can be proved|that the distri-bution of the 2-rank of C2 for �xed t tends to alimit distribution that is predicted by Cohen andLenstra when one lets t tend to in�nity.For an idea of of the numerical behavior of thevarious constants discussed so far, see Table 2.Although tables related to the negative Pell equa-tion have been produced since the time of Euler,there does not seem to exist anything in the lit-erature that can be used in numerically checkingour conjectures. Existing tables [Thielmann 1926;Nagell 1932; Beach and Williams 1972] mostly tab-ulate the values of d up to a given bound for whichthe negative Pell equation (1.1) is solvable. Usu-ally, they include values of d that are not square-free and that we chose to disregard. Moreover, alleven discriminants are listed as D=4 and are there-fore overrepresented in the tables. Even makingallowances for all this, the fact that all tables upto the most recent I know of [Beach and Williams1972] only include values of D < 106 makes themalmost worthless in numerically checking a con-jecture like 1.4. The problem is that they onlycontain discriminants with very few prime factors.For instance, of the 93424 real quadratic discrim-inants D < 106 in D there are 75912 for which
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t �t(0) �t(1) �t(2) �t(3) �t(4) �t(5) Pt1 1 12 :5 :5 :666666673 :5 :375 :125 :642857144 :4375 :4375 :109375 :015625 :600000005 :4375 :41015625 :13671875 :01464844 :00097656 :594758066 :42382812 :42382812 :13244629 :01892090 :00094604 :00003052 :585317467 :42382812 :41720581 :13906860 :01862526 :00124168 :00003004 :584045898 :42051697 :42051697 :13798213 :01971173 :00123198 :00003974 :581755519 :42051697 :41887432 :13962477 :01963473 :00130898 :00003959 :5814399810 :41969565 :41969565 :13935207 :01990744 :00130643 :00004214 :58087161... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...1 :41942244 :41942244 :13980748 :01997250 :00133150 :00004295 :58057756
TABLE 2. Numerical values of �t(e) and Pt, for t � 10 and for t =1, to eight decimal places.the negative Pell equation is solvable, which givesa fraction .813 that is well above the conjecturedvalue P from 1.5. However, of these discriminantsthere are 39176 (41.9%) in D1 and 40271 (43.1%)in D2, with only 12701 (13.6%) in D3 and 1275(1.4%) in Dt for t > 3. It is therefore not surpris-ing that we do not �nd an approximation to P1 =limt!1 Pt, but something close to the weighted av-erage :419P1+ :431P2+ :136P3+ :014P4 = :802. Inorder to �nd values close to P1, one would haveto count the frequency of N"D = �1 among dis-criminants D 2 D in an interval I for which theexpected number of primes in D is large. Thismeans that log logD has to be large, and such val-ues of D are obviously intractable for a computer.(If D has a million decimal digits, log logD is stillsmaller than 15.)It is nevertheless possible to use small discrimi-nants only to get a fair impression of the numericalbehavior of the Pell equation. We give the behav-ior for the initial interval I = [1; 2 � 107] in Table 3and for I = [1010; 1010 + 2 � 107] in Table 4.Our heuristics predict that the ratio �t(e) =#(Dt(e)\ I)=#(D�t (e)\ I) (in the lower right cor-ner of each inner box) should be close to 2e+1 � 1,and we have a theorem asserting that the ratioat(e) = #(Dt(e)\I)=#(Dt\I) (upper right corner)tends to �t(e) if the endpoint of the interval tends

to in�nity. It is clear from these tables that assoon as there are not too few discriminants in thecorresponding entry, the numbers �t(e) and �(e) =#(D(e)\ I)=#(D�(e) \ I) are reasonably close totheir conjectured values. This indicates that thebasic assumption of our heuristics works well inpractice. On the other hand, the values of at(e)are sometimes quite far from their known limitvalues �t(e), and as a consequence �t = #(D�t \I)=#(Dt \ I) di�ers considerably from its conjec-tured limit Pt. This slow convergence is mostlydue to the fact that for intervals containing onlydiscriminants of moderate size, the discriminantsdivisible by certain small primes occur much morefrequently than those without these small factors.As an example, look at t = 3, where many dis-criminants D = p1p2p3 occur with p1p2 equal tothe 4 smallest possible values 40, 65, 85 or 104. Ithappens that we have �p1p2� = �1 in each of thesecases, so these discriminants never give e = 2 ande = 1 only for p3 that satisfy �p1p3� = �p2p3� = 1.This explains the inequalities a3(0) > �3(0) anda3(2) < �3(2) in our tables and accounts for thefact that �3 is larger than P3. Analogous phenom-ena occur for all values t � 3. Note however thatthe e�ect is already less pronounced in the secondof the two tables. The strong inuence of these\numerical coincidences" only disappears for large
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t e = 0 e = 1 e = 2 e = 3 sum �t1 635171 1 635171635171 1 635171 1.0002 367180 .5023 363827 .4977 731007367180 1 120554 3.018 487734 .66723 160468 .5625 98281 .3445 26550 .0931 285299160468 1 32607 3.014 3588 7.400 196663 .68934 21848 .5050 18563 .4291 2756 .0637 96 .0022 4326321848 1 6061 3.063 360 7.656 5 19.20 28274 .65355 1090 .5375 790 .3895 143 .0705 5 .0025 20281090 1 266 2.970 22 6.500 0 � 1378 .67956 6 .6667 2 .2222 1 .1111 0 96 1 1 2.000 0 � 0 7 .7778sum 1185763 481463 29450 101 16967771185763 1 159489 3.019 3970 7.418 5 20.20 1349227 .7952
TABLE 3. Numerical data for D < 2 � 107. The upper and lower left numbers in each entry (t; e) count howmany values of D in the interval I = [1; 2 � 107] are in Dt(e) and D�t (e). Each entry further lists their quotient�t(e) = #(Dt(e) \ I)=#(D�t (e) \ I) in the lower right corner and the fraction at(e) = #(Dt(e) \ I)=#(Dt \ I)in the upper right corner. The edges of the table give the row and column totals showing the solvability of thePell equation in I for �xed t and for �xed e. For �xed t we list �t = #(D�t \ I)=#(Dt\ I) =Pt�1e=0 at(e)=�t(e),and for �xed e we list �(e) = #(D(e)\ I)=#(D�(e) \ I). The value of �t is heuristically close to Pt, and thatof �(e) to 2e+1 � 1.t e = 0 e = 1 e = 2 e = 3 sum �t1 434574 1 434574434574 1 434574 1.0002 296434 .5001 296363 .4999 395135296434 1 98701 3.003 992797 .66663 163853 .5328 110388 .3590 33276 .1082 307517163853 1 36817 2.998 4584 7.259 205254 .66754 35500 .4695 33107 .4379 6394 .0846 610 .0081 7561135500 1 10993 3.012 861 7.426 35 17.42 47389 .62675 4390 .4796 3723 .4068 983 .1074 56 .0061 91534390 1 1216 3.062 131 7.504 2 28.00 5739 .62706 230 .4915 192 .4103 43 .0919 3 .0064 468230 1 64 3.000 10 4.300 0 � 304 .64967 4 .5714 2 .2857 1 .1429 74 1 1 3.000 0 � 5 .7143sum 934985 443775 40697 669 1420127934985 1 147792 3.003 5586 7.288 37 18.08 1088400 .7664
TABLE 4. Numerical data for 1010 < D < 1010+2�107. The data are organized in the same fashion as in Table 3,with I = [1010; 1010 + 2 � 107]. This table represents a much larger computational e�ort than Table 3, and wascompiled in cooperation with Wieb Bosma from the Cayley group in Sydney. There is a single discriminant inD5(4) that is not included here.
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log logD, and this does not occur in situations thatcan be handled by a computer. However, we neednot worry about the behavior of the fractions at(e),since we have a theorem telling us what their limitbehavior is. The only quantity that is importantfor our heuristics is �t(e), and the tables show thattheir predicted behavior is well matched by ournumerical data.We observe that, even in the second interval,there are no discriminants with e > 3 besides thesingle value
D = 5 � 29 � 241 � 349 � 821 = 10012755905 2 D5(4)(not shown in Table 4). This is not too surprising,since these discriminants form a very thin set thatis contained in St�5Dt. It is possible to treat suchdiscriminants, but not with the straightforward al-gorithms used in compiling the preceding tables.For a more sophisticated computational approachin the line of [Lagarias 1980] the reader is referredto a forthcoming paper [Bosma and Stevenhagen].This paper also examines the more general case of(1.1) in which d is no longer supposed to be square-free. The (heuristic) analysis of this case requiresdistribution hypotheses for units in arbitrary quad-ratic orders that are very di�erent from our basicHypothesis 3.1 [Stevenhagen b].We conclude this section with the observationthat even if we were able to prove the heuristicsconcerning Pt for all t, this still would not implyConjecture 3.4. Proving the implication involves achange of limits,

limt!1 limX!1 #(D�t )6X#(Dt)6X = limX!1 limt!1 #(D�t )6X#(Dt)6X ;
which may be hard to justify. As an example show-ing the di�culties that arise, one can look at thesubset of even discriminants in D. This set haspositive density in D, but it follows from (2.6) thatits intersection with Dt has zero density in Dt foreach t.

4. PROVEN DENSITIES FOR THE NEGATIVE PELL
EQUATIONIn this section we will see how close we can getto an unconditional proof of Theorem 3.2. Moreprecisely, we will give lower bounds forP t = lim infX!1 #(D�t )6X#(Dt)6Xand upper bounds forP t = lim supX!1 #(D�t )6X#(Dt)6X :The �rst result in this direction goes back to R�edei[1936; 1939]. It is the observation that, forD 2 Dt,the negative Pell equation is solvable when e4(D) =0. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.1(iii),because the narrow 2-Hilbert class �eld coincidesunder this assumption with the (real) genus �eldG. Using Proposition 2.2, we can phrase the resultas follows:

Proposition 4.1. Let D 2 Dt be a discriminant forwhich the R�edei matrixMD has maximal rank t�1.Then D is in D�t . �This result has been rediscovered in various guisesby several authors [Cremona and Odoni 1989; Hur-relbrink 1990; Pumpl�un 1968; Trotter 1969].
Corollary 4.2. Let � be de�ned as in (2.7). Then,for every t � 1,P t � �t(0) > �1(0) = �:This result suggests that � can be taken as a lowerbound for the lower density of D� in D, but forreasons explained at the end of the previous sectionthis is still unproved.There is a numerical observation in [Cremonaand Odoni 1989] that the equivalent of Proposi-tion (4.1) in that paper accounts for about 87% ofall D in D� when squarefree radicands are consid-ered up to 106, and the question is raised why thecriterion should be so e�ective. This is explainedby our heuristics, which imply that, for �xed t, theproposition accounts for a fraction ft = �t(0)=Pt of
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allD inD�t . To four decimals, we have f1 = 1, f2 =:75, f3 = :7778, f4 = :7292, and f1 = :7218. Usingthe distribution over the various Dt for D < 106mentioned in the previous section, one should ex-pect the weighted average :419f1+:431f2+:136f3+:014f4 of these values as the e�ective percentage forthe criterion, and this is about 86%. The numer-ical values of fi found for the set of discriminantsup to 106 are 1, .759, .831 and .790, giving rise toa percentage of 89%. The slightly higher numeri-cal values for f3 and f4 are well explained by the\numerical coincidences" discussed in the previoussection. In the limit case D < 1, the propositionshould account for �=(1� �) = 72:18% of all D inD�.Now suppose that D = p1p2 : : : pt 2 D is a dis-criminant for which e = e4(D) is positive. Thenthe genus �eld G of K = Q(pD) is strictly con-tained in the narrow 2-Hilbert class �eld of K, andthe solvability of the negative Pell equation is nolonger determined by the values of the Legendresymbols �pipj� only. However, it is possible to deter-mine in terms of the pi the archimedean characterof the sub�eld F of the narrow Hilbert class �eldof K that corresponds to the fourth powers in theclass group CD. The �eld F , which is known as thenarrow 4-Hilbert class �eld of K, is an extensionof the genus �eld G of degree 2e and therefore notabelian over Q.The two theorems we will use can be seen as gen-eralizations of Dirichlet's biquadratic result men-tioned in the introduction and go back to [R�edei1939] and [Scholz 1935].Given D = p1p2 : : : pt, every nonzero elementv = (vi)ti=1 of V = Ft2 corresponds to a discrim-inantal divisor D1 = Qvi=1 pi of D. Setting D2 =D=D1, the decomposition D = D1 � D2 is said tobe of the second kind if it comes from an elementv in the kernel of the Redei matrix MD. In moreelementary terms, this means that D1 is a squaremodulo all primes in D2 and D2 a square moduloall primes in D1. Note that the trivial elements0 and u = (1)ti=1 in this kernel give rise to the

trivial decompositions D = 1 �D = D � 1. For ev-ery nontrivial decomposition D = D1 �D2, one canconstruct a subextension K �M of K � F that iscyclic of degree 4 and contains K � Q(pD1;pD2)as a quadratic subextension. The decompositionsof the second kind correspond bijectively to theelements of kerMD, so they have a natural vectorspace structure over F2. By passing to the quotientspace (kerMD)=(F2 � u), we can identify decompo-sitions D = D1 �D2 and D = D2 �D1. The spacethus obtained has dimension e4(D) and is knownas the space of decompositions of the second kind.We can now formulate the �rst result of R�edeiand Scholz. In the special case that the discrimi-nant D is of the form D = pq 2 D2 with �pq� = 1,we obtain Dirichlet's result mentioned in the In-troduction.
Theorem 4.3. Let F be the narrow 4-Hilbert class�eld of the real quadratic �eld of discriminant D 2D. Then F is real if and only if for every decom-position of the second kind D = D1 �D2, we have�D1D2�4�D2D1�4 = 1:In particular , the negative Pell equation for D canonly be solvable if this condition is satis�ed . �In the preceding theorem, one can read \e4(D) in-dependent decompositions of the second kind" in-stead of \every decomposition of the second kind",since the mapD1 �D2 7! �D1D2�4�D2D1�4is a linear functional on the space of decomposi-tions of the second kind. Note that this functionalcan only be de�ned for decompositions of the sec-ond kind. It can be shown [R�edei 1939] that forthe set of discriminants D giving rise to some �xedR�edei matrix, the e independent conditions fromTheorem (4.3) are satis�ed for a subset of density2�e. This implies that the upper density of D�t (e)in Dt(e) is bounded by 2�e, and it yields the fol-lowing upper bound for P t:
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Corollary 4.4. For any integer t � 1, the upper den-sity P t satis�es P t �Xe�0 2�e�t(e):
In the limit t!1, this gives lim supt!1 P t � 23 .
Proof. The �rst statement is clear from the ar-gument preceding the corollary. For the identityPe�0 2�e�1(e) = 23 , it su�ces to show that if welet A = Qj odd(1� q�j), then

S = 1Xe=0 q�e AQej=1(qj � 1) = qq + 1for every complex number q with jqj > 1. To dothis one writes 1qe(qe � 1) = 1qe � 1 � 1qein all terms of S having e � 1. This yields
S = A+ 1Xe=1 AQej=1(qj � 1) � 1Xe=1 q�e AQe�1j=1(qj � 1)= 1� Sqby (2.9), whence the result. �The argument we gave implies that the negativePell equation is solvable with a very low probabil-ity for discriminants that give rise to high 4-ranks.All density results for special families derived byMorton [1982] apply to discriminants having thisproperty, so it is not surprising that his upper den-sities are very di�erent from those we �nd for thefull set Dt.

For the lower density P t we can use the followingsu�cient condition for solvability of the negativePell equation, also due to R�edei and Scholz.
Theorem 4.5. Let D 2 D be a real quadratic dis-criminant , and suppose that�D1D2�4 = �1 = �D2D1�4for every decomposition D = D1 �D2 of the secondkind . Then we have e4(D) � 2 and N"D = �1. �In this case it is not su�cient to have the identitiesonly for a basis of the decompositions of the secondkind. For a given decomposition D = D1 �D2, theyimply that there is no cyclic unrami�ed extensionK �M of degree 8 with K � Q(pD1;pD2) as itsquadratic subextension. It is not hard to see thatthe identities cannot hold for all 7 nontrivial de-compositions generated by 3 independent decom-positions of the second kind. This explains why wemust have e4(D) � 2. For e4(D) = 1 we have twoindependent conditions, and for e4(D) = 2 we have�ve independent conditions as the 6 biquadraticsymbols coming from the 3 nontrivial decomposi-tions of the second kind have product 1. As before,we deduce that the lower density of D�t (e) in Dt(e)is at least 2�2 when e = 1 and at least 2�5 whene = 2.
Corollary 4.6. For any integer t � 1, the lower den-sity P t satis�esP t � �t(0) + 14�t(1) + 132�t(2):In particular , lim inft!1 P t � 12196 � = :528647 : : :�

bounds t = 2 3 4 5 6 7 1P t� .75000 .71875 .68555 .67865 .67128 .66960 .66667Pt .66667 .64286 .60000 .59476 .58532 .58405 .58058P t� .62500 .59766 .55029 .54431 .53392 .53248 .52865
TABLE 5. Proven upper and lower bounds related to Pt.
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In conclusion, we list in Table 5 the values of theproven lower and upper bounds for P t and P t, to-gether with the heuristic value of Pt for 2 � t � 7and for t = 1. (Obviously, P 1 = P 1 = P1 = 1.)In order to improve these bounds, one would needdensity results like Proposition 2.5 for the higherR�edei matrices de�ned in [Stevenhagen a].
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSI thank Wieb Bosma for his help in compiling theresults in Table 4 and Rob Tijdeman for point-ing out that the identity (2.9) implies the irra-tionality of the conjectural value of P in Conjec-ture 1.4. Hendrik Lenstra suggested improvementsin an earlier version of the manuscript.
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